Kaiser Permanente of Southern California Provider List

I. Providers Subject to the Medical Financial Assistance (MFA) Policy. The KFH facilities that share the MFA policy are identified in the MFA policy ADDENDUM, Section I, Kaiser Foundation Hospitals. In these cases, provider-patient encounters are subject to KP’s Revenue Cycle policies and processes, including application of the MFA Policy.

   a. Southern California Permanente Medical Group (SCPMG). SCPMG providers who are credentialed and privileged/authorized to provide services at KFH facilities for the emergency and medically necessary professional services they render.

II. Providers Not Subject to the MFA Policy. Any non-SCPMG providers, who maintain privileges at KFH facilities, are requested to perform emergency & medically necessary professional services and bills patients directly.

   a. Kaiser Foundation Hospital – Baldwin Park. Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the Downey location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

   Hazem Abdelsalam MD   Daniel Lucas MD
   Tahir Alkhairy MD   Kamiar Massrour MD
   Zafia Anklesaria MD   Patrick McCarthy MD
   Mahdieh Assar MD   Keith McGuire MD
   Lee Beville MD   Jonathan Meyer MD
   Anthony Bullard MD   Aaron Nagiel MD
   Jeffrey Caverly MD   Gregory Orth MD
   Anish Chatterjee MD   Jose Ospina MD
   James Collins MD   Atul Patel MD
   Charles Davis MD   Ari Plosker MD
   Linda Dew MD   Huma Qureshi MD
   Asher Emanuel MD   Peilin Reed MD
   Craig Feeney MD   David Reiner MD
   Alejandra Gonzalez LCSW   Adam Rizvi MD
   Supriya Gupta MD   Faranak Sadri Tafazoli MD
   Christopher Hampson MD   Nancy Sagona MD
   Christian Ingui MD   Samuel Salen MD
   David Ishimitsu MD   John Sanico MD
   Sheldon Jensen DO   Justin Shafa MD
   Aaron Jun MD   Farid Shafaie MD
   Michael Kistler MD   Alix Vincent MD
   Steven Klepac MD   Jeffrey Way MD
   Nicolaus Kuehn MD   David Wells MD
   Surender Kurapati MD   Steven White MD
   Paul Lampert MD   Lance Williams MD
   Joseph Lin MD   William Zinn MD
   Jeffrey Zuckerman MD
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b. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital - Downey.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the Downey location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

- Tahir Alkhairy MD
- Mahdieh Assar MD
- Lee Beville MD
- Annum Bhullar MD
- Anthony Bullard MD
- Jeffrey Caverly MD
- Anish Chatterjee MD
- Jeffrey Cohen MD
- James Collins MD
- Charles Davis MD
- Linda Dew MD
- Jeffrey Dym MD
- Asher Emanuel MD
- Craig Feeney MD
- Daniel Fung MD
- Supriya Gupta MD
- Christopher Hampson MD
- Matthew Hastings MD
- Christian Ingui MD
- David Ishimitsu MD
- Sheldon Jensen DO
- Aaron Jun MD
- Michael Kistler MD
- Steven Klepac MD
- Nicolaus Kuehn MD
- Surender Kurapati MD
- Paul Lampert MD
- Mark Landau MD
- Daniel Lucas MD
- Kamiar Massrour MD
- Patrick McCarthy MD

- Keith McGuire MD
- Jonathan Meyer MD
- Venkatesh Nagaraddi MD
- Aaron Nagiel MD
- Shani Norberg MD
- Gregory Orth MD
- Jose Ospina MD
- Atul Patel MD
- Ari Plosker MD
- Huma Qureshi MD
- Peilin Reed MD
- David Reiner MD
- Adam Rizvi MD
- Mark Ross MD
- Faranak Sadri Tafazoli MD
- Nancy Sagona MD
- Samuel Salen MD
- John Sanico MD
- Justin Shafa MD
- Farid Shafaie MD
- Luiz Souza-Filho MD
- Ron Tintner MD
- Alix Vincent MD
- Jeffrey Way MD
- David Wells MD
- Lance Williams MD
- Jessica Yen MD
- William Zinn MD
- Jeffrey Zuckerman MD


c. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital - Fontana.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the Fontana location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

- Tahir Alkhairy MD
- Mahdieh Assar MD
- Lee Beville MD
- Anthony Bullard MD

- Dennis McDonald MD
- Keith McGuire MD
- Jonathan Meyer MD
- Deirdre Moreno LCSW
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d. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital - Los Angeles Medical Center.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the Los Angeles location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

- Mun Guthmiller CRNA
- Howard Krauss MD
- Aaron Nagiel MD
- Nicolaus Kuehn MD
- Surender Kurapati MD
- Paul Lampert MD
- Joseph Lin MD
- Daniel Lucas MD
- Debra Manriquez MFT
- Kamiar Massrour MD
- Patrick McCarthy MD
- Muniza Siddiqui MD
- Mark Urata MD
- Kenny Wu MD

e. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital - Moreno Valley.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the Moreno Valley location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

- Tahir Alkhairy MD
- Caitlyn Anderson DO
- Steven Klepac MD
- Christie Knox DO
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f. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital – Orange County.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the Anaheim and Irvine locations and are not subject to the MFA policy:

- Farys Chowdhury DO
- Richard Ott MD
- James Pugeda MD
- Sam Tonthat DO


g. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital – Panorama City.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the Panorama City location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

- Tahir Alkhairy MD
- Mahdieh Assar MD
- Kieron Barkataki DO
- Lee Beville MD
- Anthony Bullard MD
- Jeffrey Caverly MD
- Anish Chatterjee MD
- James Collins MD
- Charles Davis MD
- Linda Dew MD
- Jeffrey Dym MD
- Craig Feeney MD
- Supriya Gupta MD
- Christopher Hampson MD
- Christian Ingui MD
- David Ishimitsu MD
- Sheldon Jensen DO
- Aaron Jun MD
- Michael Kistler MD
- Steven Klepac MD
- Nicolaus Kuehn MD
- Surender Kurapati MD
- Paul Lampert MD
- Daniel Lucas MD
- Kamiar Massrour MD
- Patrick McCarthy MD
- Keith McGuire MD
- Jonathan Meyer MD
- Gregory Orth MD
- Jose Ospina MD
- Atul Patel MD
- Ari Plosker MD
- Huma Qureshi MD
- Peilin Reed MD
- David Reiner MD
- Faranak Sadri Tafazoli MD
- Nancy Sagona MD
- Samuel Salen MD
- John Sanico MD
- Justin Shafa MD
- Farid Shafaie MD
- Alix Vincent MD
- Jeffrey Way MD
- David Wells MD
- Steven White MD
- Lance Williams MD
- Jeffrey Zuckerman MD

h. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital – Riverside.** Providers who may deliver
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eligible services primarily at the Riverside location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

Mahesh Desilva MD                   Anthony Ramirez LCSW
Supriya Gupta MD                     Richard Richardson DDS
Christian Ingui MD                   Dale Stringer DDS
Bharat Mocherla MD

i. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital – San Bernardino.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the San Bernardino location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

Farys Chowdhury DO                    Muniza Siddiqui MD

j. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital - San Diego.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the San Diego location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

Hazem Abdelsalam MD                  Surender Kurapati MD
Tahir Alkhairey MD                   Paul Lampert MD
Zafia Anklesaria MD                   George Liu MD
John Arnold MD                       Daniel Lucas MD
Mahdieh Assar MD                     Kamiar Massrour MD
Shawn Belverud DO                    Patrick McCarthy MD
Nadine Benador MD                    Keith McGuire MD
Lee Beville MD                       Jonathan Meyer MD
Joshua Boys MD                       Edmund Milder MD
Anthony Bullard MD                   Bharat Mocherla MD
Krystal Campbell-Banner LCSW         Amaran Moodley MD
Caitlin Carter MD                    Noureddin Noubakhsh DO
Jeffrey Caverly MD                   Mark Onaitis MD
Anish Chatterjee MD                  Gregory Orth MD
Jian Chen MD                         Jose Ospina MD
Pamela Choi MD                       Pia Pannaraj MD
James Collins MD                     Atul Patel MD
Charles Davis MD                     Elliot Perens MD
Linda Dew MD                         Ari Plosker MD
Jeffrey Dym MD                       Alice Pong MD
Supriya Gupta MD                     Huma Qureshi MD
Christopher Hampson MD               Peilin Reed MD
Christian Ingui MD                   David Reiner MD
Elizabeth Ingulli MD                 Faranak Sadri Tafazoli MD
David Ishimitsu MD                   Nancy Sagona MD
Sheldon Jensen DO                    Samuel Salen MD
Aaron Jun MD                         John Sanico MD
Michael Kistler MD                   Richard Santore MD
Steven Klepac MD                     Justin Shafa MD
Nicolaus Kuehn MD                    Farid Shafaie MD
k. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital – West Los Angeles.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the West Los Angeles location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

- Tahir Alkhairy MD
- Mahdieh Assar MD
- Lee Beville MD
- Annum Bhullar MD
- Solomon Bitew MD
- Anthony Bullard MD
- Jeffrey Caverly MD
- Anish Chatterjee MD
- James Collins MD
- Charles Davis MD
- Linda Dew MD
- Renee Dua MD
- Jeffrey Dym MD
- Christopher Hampson MD
- Derrick Harding LCSW
- Christian Ingui MD
- David Ishimitsu MD
- Sheldon Jensen DO
- Aaron Jun MD
- Michael Kistler MD
- Steven Klepac MD
- Nicolaus Kuehn MD
- Surender Kurapati MD
- Paul Lampert MD
- Daniel Lucas MD
- Kamiar Massrour MD
- Patrick McCarty MD
- Keith McGuire MD
- Jonathan Meyer MD
- Gregory Orth MD
- Jose Ospina MD
- Atul Patel MD
- Ari Plosker MD
- Huma Qureshi MD
- Peilin Reed MD
- David Reiner MD
- Faranak Sadri Tafazoli MD
- Nancy Sagona MD
- Samuel Salen MD
- John Sanico MD
- William Scheving MD
- Justin Shafa MD
- Farid Shafai MD
- Alix Vincent MD
- Jeffrey Way MD
- Jeffrey Zuckerman MD

l. **Kaiser Foundation Hospital – Woodland Hills.** Providers who may deliver eligible services primarily at the Woodland Hills location and are not subject to the MFA policy:

- Zafia Anklesaria MD
- Asher Emanuel MD
- Gregory Krastein MD
- Roy Mansano MD
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